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Introduction - Why create another IO library?

Dinopy (Dna INput and Output in PYthon) is a Python package that
aims to simplify the development of bioinformatics applications by
providing efficient facilities for DNA input and output. At the time of
writing, there is no library for I/O of DNA specific files available which
makes full use of the potential of Cython [1].
Dinopy exports Cython level API bindings which can be used by other
Cython applications for increased speedup.

The Power of Cython

Cython aims to combine the performance of C and C++ with Python’s
convenient development process. This is achieved by translating
Cython code to C and compiling it.

Advantages:
I fewer type checks at runtime

I fast numeric operations
I faster execution

I easy integration of efficient C / C++ code
I used in many big projects (SciPy [3],

pandas [4], scikit-learn [6], ...)

Downsides:
I manual typing required
I not all Python features supported (yet)

Goals:
I early typing → avoid Python overhead
I use efficient C level functions wherever

possible

Cython
file

@cython.wraparound(False)
cdef object rev_comp(object seq):
    cdef object t = reversed(seq)
    cdef list rc = [comp[x] for x in t]
    if isinstance(seq, (str, unicode)):
        return "".join(rc)
    else:
        return bytes(rc)

C file

static PyObject *__pyx_pw_6din...
static PyObject *__pyx_f_6dinopy...
  PyObject *__pyx_r = NULL;
  __Pyx_RefNannyDeclarations
  PyObject *__pyx_t_1 = NULL;
  int __pyx_lineno = 0;
  const char *__pyx_filename = ...
  int __pyx_clineno = 0;
  __Pyx_RefNannySetupContext(...
  __Pyx_XDECREF(__pyx_r);
  __pyx_t_1 = __pyx_f_6dino...
  __Pyx_GOTREF(__pyx_t_1);
  __pyx_r = __pyx_t_1;
...

Cython

.so / .dll file executable

gcc

Core Goals of dinopy

Goal 1 - performance:
I data type (dtype) system, similar to numpy [8]
I efficient (C level) functions to modify sequences (tailored to dtypes)
I generators → small memory footprint
I 2bit and 4bit encoding of sequences
I use faidx index files → random access on FASTA files
I provide Cython level API bindings

Goal 2 - usability:

I different views on sequences
I modular processors to modify

views and sequences
I exclusion of information (e.g. read

names, quality values) when not
needed

I automatic handling of gzipped files
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Availability

The dinopy package is available for Python 3.2+ under the MIT
License. It has so far only been tested on Linux operating systems.
The source code can be downloaded from Bitbucket
(https://bitbucket.org/HenningTimm/dinopy
or scan the QR code on the right) and installed using
python setup.py install.

Overview

The dinopy package can be structured into:
I reader for FASTA and FASTQ files
I writer for FASTA and FASTQ files
I conversion functions for sequence data

types and quality value formats
I processors for the analysis of sequences
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File Reader

Reader classes which provide different views
on the opened files.

I view can be chosen to best fit analysis
I random access → efficient extraction of

sequences from big FASTA files
I chromosomes
I single bases and subsequences

I automatic estimation of quality formats
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File Writer

Writer classes which allow to write to files as
well as to streams.

I support bulk writing and iterative writing
I allow stream processing (reading from
stdin and writing to stdout)

I automatic creation of faidx files for written
FASTA files
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Conversion

Conversion of dtypes and quality formats:
I dtype to dtype conversion
I memory efficient 2bit and 4bit encoding
I Phred quality scores ↔ quality values
I quality value systems (Illumina 1.3, 1.5,

1.8; Solexa; Sanger)
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Processors

Functions for sequence processing:
I creation of q-grams from sequences

I solid
I gapped / shaped (##--##-#, ACGTACGT → ACACT)

I (reverse) complement for all dtypes and encodings
I suffix array (constructed in linear time [5])
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Feature Comparison

Dinopy offers a unique combination of features:
dinopy BioPython [2] fastAQ1 pyfaidx [7] pysam2

FASTQ input X X X X
faidx support X X X
gzip support X (X) (X) X
variable data types X (X)
Cython API X (X)

1 https://github.com/Jverma/fastAQ/

2 https://github.com/pysam-developers/pysam
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